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2019 Integrity Data ACA 1095-C Form Distribution Service 
Frequently Asked Questions 

We can print and mail OR email IRS 1095-C forms for you this filing season! 

Why use Integrity Data’s ACA 1095-C Form Distribution Service? 

Your staff is already strapped for time and the process of preparing, printing and mailing the 1095-Cs 
can be overwhelming. Now there is a very easy, quick and affordable way to just email or print and mail 
the forms to your employees, which allows you to spend time on more important tasks that are a better 
use of your time!  Integrity Data’s ACA 1095-C Form Distribution Service is just that – easy, quick and 
affordable.  

What are the steps that make this easy? 

If you choose to use our 1095-C Form Distribution Service – it’s this easy: 

 Go to the 1095-C Distribution page in the Integrity ACA solution

 Select the year you are filing for

 Mark all the employees you want to distribute 1095-C’s to (You can also “Mark all”)

 Press the “Mail via USPS button” or the “Email to Employees” button

 If desired, you can track the mailing process through the queue on that page, always knowing
exactly where your forms are in the distribution process

That’s it!  

Here’s the work that saves you: 

If you choose to print and mail the 1095-Cs on your own: 
Once you have reviewed your 1095-C forms in our ACA solution, you will need to: 

 Purchase envelopes for the forms (Standard W-2, double window envelope)

 Print the forms on blank paper

 Ensure all forms printed correctly (no paper jams, misprints, etc.)

 Print the instructions page

 Collate each printed 1095 with a copy of the instruction sheet

 Fold the collated pages – making sure the addresses align properly in the envelope windows

 Insert the documents into an envelope, ensuring that no more than one 1095-C goes into each
envelope

 Seal each envelope

 Apply postage

 Deliver to the post office
If you choose to email the 1095-Cs on your own:  

Once you have reviewed your 1095-C forms in our ACA solution, you will need to manually create a PDF 

of each one and email each of them to the appropriate employee.    
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How long does it take for the forms to be emailed or printed and mailed once the “Mail via USPS” or 
“Email to Employees” button is pushed? 

 Emails go out the same day.

 For print and mail, processing of the forms can take up to 5-7 business days, depending on a
variety of factors, including the number of forms submitted.

What is the cost per form for this service? 

 $2.75 per mailed form

 $1.25 per emailed form

For those receiving an additional page with the reporting of employee dependents, will we incur an 
additional fee per page? 
No. We email all pages and in the case of print and mail, multiple pages will get printed and inserted into 
the same envelope. 

What return address is used for the mailings? 
All forms are mailed with the employer’s return address. 

What is the deadline for choosing a distribution option (aka pushing the button) to ensure they are 
postmarked by the IRS deadline? 
The deadline for sending forms to fulfillment is 5:00 PM CST on January 28, 2019 in order to meet the 
IRS deadline of January 31, 2019.  

What happens if I choose a distribution option (aka push the button) after the deadline? 
Forms will be emailed or printed and mailed based on the time that they are sent to our distribution 
service. However, any forms submitted on or after the mentioned deadlines are not guaranteed to be 
postmarked by the January 31, 2019 deadline. 

What if I have to correct and re-mail forms? 
Forms can be corrected, reprinted and mailed at any time. If they are sent through our distribution 
service, the distribution fee will be charged for each form. If you have a small number of forms to  
re-print, you may consider printing and mailing or emailing yourself, outside of our distribution service. 

Can I use this service with multiple companies / employers / EINs? 
Yes.  

How do I sign up? 
There are 2 ways to sign up: 

1) Ahead of time: through our web page www.integrity-data.com/sendmyacaforms - you will be 
asked to fill out a form and sign the Terms of Service.

2) At the time of completion: through the ACA solution itself - when you push the relevant button, 
the Terms of Service document will pop up for you to accept & sign. If you sign up through our 
web page ahead of time, the buttons should be activated with no pop-ups.

http://www.integrity-data.com/sendmyacaforms

